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Next-generation trains
Our world is getting more futuristic by the second. Now, there is new technologies
used in transportation we use every day such as cars, motorcycles, buses and
most of all, trains. Workers are now working on making hyper trains. It is a fast,
electrical train that goes to speeds up to 760 mph! These hyper trains travel in
what’s called “hyper loops”. These hyper loops keep the hyper train from falling,
crashing or not functioning as it should. The first hyper train released in Japan, in
2014.

Next Generation Cars
Cars are evolving throughout time and some cars have new, cool technologies in
them. Some futuristic cars have cool patterns, shapes, details, upgrades and
amazing touches to it. Car brands say it will be our new every-day cars! Most
people in the world are waiting patiently for the cars to get cheaper, however other
people that are rich with money buy it as soon as they can to get the first model of
the cars. Some cars even have built-in technologies such as a similar type of Siri!

Next generation motorbikes
Motorcycles are one of the fastest built driving cycles in the world! Now,
motorcycles are getting more futuristic over time. A few motorcycles don’t
even look hand-made! Some motorcycles have technologies built in them
make better quality with about everything! These futuristic motorcycles will
have astonishing designs, patterns, mobility, speed, acceleration and
power! It will function a little better than the motorcycles we use now.

Next generation truck
The next generation trucks and semi trucks will look cooler
than ever! They will be able to support and carry more than
the trucks we have today! The next gen trucks will also be
electric so can go faster and not make our earth have all the
pollution in the air. With all the pollution in the air it is hard on
the environment. I hope that I can get a next gen truck they
look super cool . Did you know that the next gen truck are
going to be the fastest trucks that there have ever been!

This is the end! We are so happy to share these amazing, futuristic machines with
you! We will have to be patient though because some are going to be hard to
make. Also the when these machines come out it will definitely be a high price!

